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Entrance to Basic Space’s group show Underground, Nov 10-13, 2011
Image: Courtesy Tom David Watt and Basic Space
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The 'subterranean make out' constitutes approximately 90% of college
make outs, usually synonymous with dance floor make outs- however to
qualify as a subterranean make out the tonsil hockey session must take
place beneath ground level. e.g. basement dance party, subways, storm
shelter, nuclear fall out shelter, crater/canyon, in-ground pool,
submarines, wells, etc.[1]
Basic Space Dublin is situated behind the concert and events venue
Vicar Street – across the road from the National College of Art &
Design (NCAD). Without the economic recession these art spaces
would never exist, and because vacant property owners are beginning to
learn the “benefits of occupying artists, including the reduction of the
rates or the removal of derelict property penalties,” they are jumping on
the 'art appreciation’ bandwagon. The collective of students who found
and run the space, study at the art college, and because NCAD has
“helped” them out with insurance, the clause is that the artists who can
show there have to be registered with NCAD. But that is where the
institutional connections end. After experiencing the opening of their
recent group show entitled Underground, it is clear that Basic Space is
what NCAD Gallery should be, but never could be due to departmental
'land grabbing'.
The group exhibition Underground influenced the following discussion
on ‘artistic digging’, but also asked questions about identity; especially
within the collective ‘smoke screen’ at Basic Space. So let's first get the
names of the artists in Underground out of the way, not as an act of
dismissal, but a way to avoid a segregated overview that splits the
individual artist's work into paragraphs: Sara Amido - Kari Cahill Peter Donnellan - Michael Fitzgerald - Greg Howie - Andreas Kindler
von Knobloch - John Ryan - Daniel Tuomey - Tom David Watt. Even
though I picked up on names associated with specific objects in the
group show I felt that it was important that the statement that this show
at Basic Space makes is much more pertinent than the usual obligation
1. urbandictionary.com
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to name artist with art work. You know who you are! The fact is – and
the artists may not want to hear this – it was difficult to differentiate
between individual works due to the nature of the artists' joint
intervention in the substructure of the warehouse space.

Underground, Nov 10-13, 2011, Basic Space Dublin;
Image: courtesy Basic Space

The 'substructure' is more specifically an existing trench filled with clay
and rubble that inscribes the foundations of the warehouse – a
subterranean scar from testing the foundations to construct
infrastructure for a future build before the bust. It is also a constant
reminder for those involved that the building is set for demolition in
December 2012.
It was the opening night that informed my overall reception of the work.
Why not go back? For fear of not experiencing again what I already
experienced that first night, which was unexpected to say the least. We
all go to exhibitions with presumptions and expectations. Whether this
is a case of the over-ridding signature of a commercial gallery, institute,
curator, artist, we think we know what is coming before we enter.
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Underground was made up of artists who were either current or recent
graduates from NCAD. So the presumption is that this is going to be a
hit and miss degree show with strong individual traits displayed with
bright lights within white MDF partitions. From its inception, over a
year ago, Basic Space has avoided this institutional structure for the
display of art. Sometimes it works, other times it is more compromise
than statement.

Underground, Nov 10-13, 2011, Basic Space Dublin;
Image: courtesy Basic Space
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I cannot say if it was nighttime that helped the strong experiential aspect
of this group show, but two decisions by the artists involved made this
show into something outside the norm. The first, as previously
mentioned, was their joint intervention into the dirt trench in the space.
They did this by digging down and/or populating the ditches with
objects, from a projector to a white tile floor. In another instance an
artist dug down to head height so the viewer could venture down a
passage that had a precarious clay overhang. The piles of rubble
extracted were also utilised. One artist built a granite wall with ice
'keystones' inserted in parts of the wall: overtime, part of the wall would
collapse as the ice rocks melted. Another heap was rubbished with
empty shampoo bottles and other plastic containers of sickly colourful
substances, which were ejaculated into handmade craters in a
neighbouring ditch. These ditches and heaps of rubble were punctuated
with one artist's mounds of compacted concrete/earth to form seemingly
half-sunken spheres; 'objects' that couldn’t be taken away. But the
decision to use a smoke machine in the space was the reason why works
and identities at the opening night melted together, reflecting our
current urban landscape’s collective occupy culture.

Underground, Nov 10-13, 2011, Basic Space Dublin;
Image: courtesy Tom David Watt and Basic Space
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On the night Basic Space was filled with students and lecturers from
NCAD.
Speaking with some of the lecturers there was an
acknowledgment of names of artists but there was a disconnection with
the works that these recent or current students had made for this specific
group show. This proves that although Basic Space and the artists that
show there are affiliated with NCAD, there is autonomy. It also proves
that student/artists don't necessarily have to work within the
institutional parameters that breeds individual 'specialness' and
competition to be seen and heard. Gordon Matta-Clark once described
studying architecture at Cornell University as ‘his first trap’.[2] But it
also must be stated that what Matta-Clark calls “a trap” is the very thing
that he reacted to in his work, so without the trap the artist has nothing
to break free from.
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Precursors to this type of artistic digging have always been mired in a
form of institutional critique. Take for instance two works by American
performance artist Chris Burden, Honest Labour, Vancouver (1979) and
Exposing the Foundations of the Museum (1986 [ongoing]). The title of
the latter tells us that this is Burden's obvious critique of the institution
of the museum. What the title does not say is that this work has
travelled a circuit of museums since 1986, a niche where performance
and non-object art practitioners can infiltrate the art market or Biennale.
However, the former Honest Labour is another type of institutional
critique, but more modest in size and reputational gains. The back-story
to Honest Labour is Burden visiting an art college in Vancouver, but
instead of speaking about his work to a group of students from the
college, he simply, but labouriously, dug a trench.

Chris Burden, Exposing the Foundations of the Museum (1986-ongoing),
Museum of Contemporary Art (Los Angeles, California, USA),
Image: dome.mit.edu/

2. Interview with Lisa Béar, reproduced in Gordon Matta-Clark: A
Retrospective, Valencia 1993.

Chris Burden, Honest Labour, (1979)
Emily Carr College of Art and Simon Fraser university, Vancouver,
Image: rolu.terapad.com/
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Gordon Matta-Clark's Day's End (1975) is more in keeping with the
spectacle of Underground at Basic Space – not to mention Basic Space's
warehouse similarities to Pier 52 New York (the site of Matta-Clark's
architectural intervention). Matta-Clark's series of cuts in the walls,
ceiling and floor of the derelict warehouse space were ways in which to
create a sublime spectacle – the name Day's End has a poetry and
romanticism about it that is not too distant from the aesthetic ideals of
one Caspar David Friedrich.
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institute, this was Matta-Clark in the gallery. After Day's End, which
resulted in Matta-Clark being issued a warrant for his arrest by the New
York Port Authority because he had compromised the architecture of the
pier and warehouse with his 'cuts', the artist fled to Paris. In Descending
Steps for Batan (1977) at Yvon Lambert Gallery Paris, Matta-Clark dug
a hole in the cellar of the gallery as a tribute to his recently deceased
twin Brother Sebastian (nickname “Batan”). Matta-Clark fleeing the
scene of the crime drags up the history of Caravaggio's exile to Malta,
where he would end up imprisoned in a bell-shaped cell in the ground.
The image of Matta-Clark in the basement of Yvon Lambert Gallery
Paris in 1997 (below) is a portrait of the artist on the periphery.
Foucault, when questioned by the Editors of the journal Hérodote
regarding his “silence about geography” they observed that “ If
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geography is invisible or ungrasped in the area of your explorations
and excavations, this may be due to the deliberately historical or
archaeological approach which privileges the factor of time.”[3]
Perhaps philosophy cannot speak about geography, or make direct/
specific contact with the land. These 'material excavations' by the
artist as exile seem to require physical labour rather than the word.
This is where art has one up on philosophy.

Gordon Matta-Clark, Day’s End site (1975)
The former Pier 52, West Street and Gansevoort Street, New York
Image: artnerdnewyork.tumblr.com/

The existence of Basic Space and the Unground artists' 'cultivation' of
the space also questions how art production is always bound to the
fluctuating market value of property; calling to mind Matta-Clark's
collective project Fake Estates (1973-74) – with the 'Anarchitecture
Group' – in which they bought unusable plots of land in Queens and
Staten Island New York for 25-75$.
There is another work by Matta-Clark that is a direct precursor to what
the Underground artists did at Basic Space. The contradiction is this
was not Matta-Clark on the periphery or outside the conformity of the

Gordon Matta-Clark, Descending Steps for Batan (1977)
Galerie Yvon Lambert, Paris
3. Questions on Geography, Michel Foucault questioned by the Editors of the
journal Hérodote, Translated by Colin Gordon, Reprinted from Colin Gordon,
(Ed), Power/Knowledge: Selected Interviews and Other Writings, 1972–1977.
New York, Pantheon, 1980, pp. 63–77.

Just like Mike Bouchet's The New York Dirty Room – a jokey
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reenactment of Walter de Maria's Earth Room (1977) – in which the
artist filled New York Gallery Maccarone Inc. with compost from
both DIY store and Riker's Island penal colony New York in 2005–
the Swiss artist Urs Fischer's You replicated the previous acts of Burden
and Matta-Clark by digging up the commercial gallery floor of Gavin
Brown Enterprise New York in 2007. You can't help but see these acts
as market driven actions. However, Jerry Saltz proclaims that Gavin
Brown's “gallery has been a site of experimentation, provocation, and
community” in the New York art scene since the '90s, but also observes
that Fischer's You was “Intensely lit and rigidly framed.” at the gallery.
[4] Fischer's You is in a sense a replication and translocation of art
history into a commercial gallery, but ‘holey’ absence rather than
antique or document mark that history. In this sense You is a critique of
the museum object rather than the art market object.
Urs Fischer’s You, 2007
Gavin Brown Enterprise New York
Image: coolhunting.com/

Gavin Brown (right), with ? Behind: Urs Fischer’s You, 2007
Gavin Brown Enterprise New York
Image: artloversnewyork.com/
4. Jerry Saltz, Can You Dig It? New York Magazine, Published Nov 25, 2007.

Another type of translocation in relation to the spectacle of artistic
digging occurred at the Douglas Hyde Gallery in the summer 2011 with
Mark Manders' slide projection Two Interconnected Houses (originally
proposed for Contemplating the Void: Interventions in the Guggenheim
Museum, 2010). Intriguing and experiential in and of itself, the slide
projection acts as a proposal for a 'real' work by the artist, which entails
connecting two houses, one fabricated cabin situated in the Guggenhein
Museum New York, and another across the road from the Museum. In
essence the photographic tableaux act as an excuse for Manders to stage
his museum-like works. What is more befitting for this discussion is the
subterranean passage from house to house is a perfect portrait of the
artist's vain attempt to dig their way out of a 'house' of strict parameters,
only to end up in the museum, like Burden and Matta-Clark before
them.
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the institution, such as Freeze in 1988. But whereas Freeze was
underpinned by a desire for art market recognition by its main organiser
Damien Hirst via the advertising mogul Charles Saatchi, Underground
is counterintuitive to such aims. As a neutral viewer this exhibition says
more about how art is taught in the art college and how it always finds
new ways and means to exist outside the institution. To my mind
Underground is the most thought-provoking, critical and crucial
exhibition to occur in Dublin for some time, and it proves the point that
art happens when necessity – the mother of invention – rears its head
from the rubble.
James Merrigan

Mark Manders, Two Interconnected Houses, 2010, Douglas Hyde Gallery, 2011.
Originally for Contemplating the Void: Interventions in the Gu%enheim Museum, New
York, 2010 Image: romapublications.org/markmanders_twoconnectedhouses/

Judith Butler once wrote in response to Foucault's philosophy of the
body that:
his[Foucault] theory nevertheless relies on a notion of genealogy,
appropriated from Nietzsche, which conceives the body as a surface and
a set of subterranean 'forces' that are, indeed, repressed and transmuted
by a mechanism of cultural construction external to that body. Further,
this mechanism of cultural construction is understood as 'history', and
the specific operation of 'history' is understood, and understood
problematically, as inscription.[5]

Underground, Nov 10-13, 2011, Basic Space Dublin;
Image: courtesy Basic Space

This “inscription” is something that an artist tries to ignore, repress or
deny in their articulation of life and society through the art object or
performed action. As current and recent students at an art college, the
nine artists (including the initiators of Basic Space) have achieved
something that is connected but also autonomous from the art college.
Seminal exhibitions seem to happen within rather than without the
5. Judith Butler, Foucault and the Paradox of Bodily Inscriptions, The Journal
of Philosophy, Vol. 86, No. 11, November 1989, pp. 601-607.
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